Even in the absence of external forcing, climate models often exhibit long-term trends that cannot 2 be attributed to natural variability. This so called "climate drift" arises for various reasons including: 3 perturbations to the climate system on coupling component models together and deficiencies in 4 model physics and numerics. When examining trends in historical or future climate simulations, it is 5 important to know the error introduced by drift so that action can be taken where necessary. This 6 study assesses the importance of drift for a number of climate properties at global and local scales. 7
Introduction
1 Climate models are vital tools for helping us understand and attribute long-term changes in the 2 global climate system. These models allow us to make physically-plausible projections of how the 3 ocean-atmosphere system might evolve in the future under given greenhouse gas emission 4 scenarios. Models are not complete or perfect replicas of the real world, however. Many physical 5 processes are only approximated or parameterized in the models, while others are omitted entirely. 6 This can lead to biases in the simulated climate. Here we focus on a particular problem inherent in 7 coupled climate models that lead to spurious trends in climate simulations. This is commonly 8 referred to as "climate drift". 9 
10
Climate drift is primarily associated with deficiencies in either the model representation of the real 11 world or the procedure used to initialise the model. Over long time-scales drift is primarily 12 associated with slow adjustments in the simulated ocean that are independent of any external factors 13 such as increased greenhouse gases. As a result, in trying to understand the long-term rate of change 14 in a climate simulation arising from external forcing, we need to pay heed to both low-frequency 15 natural variability and any spurious drift that exists in the model. Significant efforts by the climate 16 modelling community have gone into reducing climate drift, which has meant that most climate 17 models can now be successfully run without the need for unphysical flux-adjustments. Nevertheless 18 climate drift still persists. In this paper we quantify the size of drift relative to 20 Climate drift tends to operate on two distinct timescales (previously referred to as "major drift" for 24 large magnitude rapid drift and "minor drift" for slow long-timescale drift, Cai and Gordon 1999) 25 Large discontinuities in surface fluxes during the coupling of the various component models can 26 to be non-linear. Not all modelling groups provide sufficient PICNTRL output to meet this 1 criterion, so the closest time period is then used. We do not apply the same procedure to the 2 calculation of the forced 20C3M trend as the degree of forcing ramps up considerably with time and 3 so the assumption of linearity would be less likely. However, where multiple 20th century 4 realisations exist for a particular model (which is the case for a number of models), we averaged 5 over all realisations to obtain trend estimates for that model. As low-frequency variability is not 6 coherent across multiple realisations, such averaging helps to reduce the effect of aliasing. 7 8 An alternative trend estimation method was also performed whereby a multi-parametric regression 9 was performed on the 20c3m and PICNTRL that sought to remove the effect of climate variability 10 related to various climate drivers (e.g. El Nino Southern Oscillation, Southern Annular Mode, 11 volcanic and solar forcing; method described in Durack and Wijffels 2010). While we do not 12 present this here, these results where not substantively different to those shown here using the 13 simple linear trend removal. 14 (Fig. 2) . However the multi-model mean changes (based on the raw 20C3M 23 simulation output, 0.55+-0.22 K/50yr for SAT (black line) and 0.33+-0.2K/50yr for SST [mean ± 24 std. dev.] (grey line) are consistent with the observational estimates. It is important to determine 25 how much of the simulated warming is due to drift and how much is actually attributable to external 1 forcing. For both SST and SAT the globally averaged drift ranges between about -0.16 to +0.07 2 K/50yr. Consistent with results from the CMIP2 models (Covey et al. 2006) , for individual models, 3 the magnitude of the drift is considerably less than both observational estimates of the 1950-2000 4 trends and the corresponding 20C3M estimates. For most models the drift accounts for less than 5 20% of the signal, however, the drift magnitudes are often not negligible and should be accounted 6 for in the final estimate of warming in each model. The globally averaged drift in SST and SAT is 7 largest (> 0.1K/50yr) for ingv_ECHAM4, CSIRO_mk3.0 and the IAP model (the latter model only 8 for SAT). For ECHAM4 and CSIRO_mk3.0 this corresponds to a drift induced error in SST of over 9 30% in the raw 20C3M trends. Note that the ECHAM4 drift is based on only 100 years of 10 PICNTRL that terminates before the start of the 20C3M simulation (a concurrent control period is 11 unavailable). This seriously undermines the confidence that can be placed in this drift estimate. As 12 expected the flux-adjusted models all have relatively small drifts (<10%). It is also apparent that the 13 use of flux-adjustment does not lead to consistently high or low estimates of 20C3M trends, as these 14 models include both the fastest and slowest warming. Despite the drift making up a small but non-15 trivial fraction of the 1950-2000 forced trend for some models, the drift-corrected multi-model 16 mean trends of 0.34±0.21 K/50yr and 0.57±0.24 K/50yr for SST and SAT, respectively, are 17 statistically indistinguishable from the raw 20C3M multi-model mean trends. This is because the 18 drift is not systematic across the models, and tends to cancel out in the model-mean. 19 While climate drift is of negligible importance when considering the multi-model mean for large-20 scale surface properties, this is not necessarily the case when considering individual models or 21 examining trends at regional or local-scales, discussed below. 22
Results

23
While forced trends in surface temperature are positive almost everywhere around the globe, this is 24 not the case for the drift, nor is it the case for forced trends in other properties including salinity and 25 precipitation. As such, a more appropriate metric for expressing the relative importance of the drift 26 can be achieved by first taking the magnitude of the trend (for both 20C3M and PICNTRL) at each 1 grid-box before averaging globally (Fig 3) . This provides an average measure of the typical local 2 error in the 20C3M trend if drift is unaccounted for -a very different measure to that shown in Fig.  3 2. For SST (Fig. 3a) the drift makes up ~20% or less of the raw 20C3M trend in the majority of 4 models. However in four of the models the drift exceeds 30%, and in the case of ECHAM4 exceeds 5 60% of the 20C3M trend. Given the strong coupling between SST and SAT over the ocean, it is of 6 little surprise that the scatter for SAT (Fig. 3b) follows a similar pattern to SST. In general however 7 the SAT drift makes up a slightly lower proportion of the 20C3M trend. For salinity, drift 8 magnitudes span 10-70% of the 20C3M trend magnitude (excluding ingv_ECHAM4 where the size 9 of the drift actually exceeds that of the 20C3M trend), with a large proportion of models exceeding 10 30%. Despite using freshwater flux-adjustment, two of the flux-adjusted models still have drift 11 magnitudes that exceed 30% (with CGCM3.1(T47) approaching a 50% error). Drift in SSS 12 represents either a redistribution of salt within the ocean, a net flux of freshwater into or out of the 13 ocean, or a failure to conserve either salt or freshwater. have substantial drift magnitudes in precipitation of between 15 and 35% (Fig. 3d) . The strong 25 coupling between the ocean and atmospheric drift is evident in the high correlations (r~0.9) 1 between SST drift magnitudes and drift magnitudes in both SAT and precipitation. 2
Drift on regional scales.
3
While the globally averaged drift magnitude provides an estimate of the typical size of local drift, 4 the drift may be highly heterogeneous and some locations may have much larger drift magnitudes 5 than others. Examination of the individual models shows that there are certain common regions 6 where the magnitude of the drift is relatively large (Fig. 4, left column) . While the magnitude of the 7 drift may be coherent the sign of the drift in these regions is not (i.e these regions may show either 8 large positive or negative drift). Maps of multi-model-mean drift magnitudes and the associated 9 20C3M trend magnitudes highlight some of the robust spatial structures in the drift (Fig. 4) . 10 
11
A number of studies pertaining to individual models find that drift in the ocean is sensitive to ocean 12 convection and as a result drift magnitudes tend to be largest at high latitude regions where deep 13 convection occurs (Rahmstorf 1995; Cai and Chu 1996; Cai and Gordon 1999) . Even when no 14 discontinuity in surface fluxes occurs during model coupling, coupled feedbacks lead to instability 15 and drift in the ocean convection zones (Rahmstorf 1995) . A number of early studies noted a 16 reduction of drift, in a variety of ocean and atmosphere variables, associated with the incorporation 17 of the GM eddy parameterisation (Gent and Mcwilliams 1990) . This is a result of the 18 parameterisation"s suppression of excessive convective activity (Boville and Gent 1998; Bryan 19 1998; Hirst et al. 2000) . Large high-latitude drift magnitudes are common across the CMIP3 models 20 (Fig. 4b,c) . SST drift magnitudes, generally reach a maximum in the midlatitude regions and in the 21 vicinity of sea-ice where strong convective activity takes place. This is particularly problematic, 22 with regard to the estimation of forced trends, in the high-latitude Southern Ocean where the 23 simulated 20C3M warming tends to be relatively weak (Fig. 4a) and so the drift makes up a large 24 part of any trends in the 20C3M simulations. This weak warming trend persists under future 25 projections (Sen Gupta et al. 2009 ), implying that the error associated with the drift will remain 26 problematic when considering future projections. SST drift is of less importance at lower latitudes 1 where the drift magnitude is small compared to the warming signal. 2 3 SAT drift (Fig. 4e ) generally mirrors the pattern described for SST with a mid-latitude enhancement 4 in drift. The SAT and SST drift become decoupled however at high latitudes, particularly over the 5
Arctic region and the Weddell Gyre where drift magnitude remains large in SAT, but is small in 6
SST. This is likely due to the insulating effects of sea ice and the fact that a small change in sea-ice 7 cover can substantially change SAT, via modified air-sea heat exchange, while SST remains 8 relatively unchanged close to the freezing point. Similarly, for the 20C3M raw trends (Fig. 4 d,e), 9 the polar amplification of temperatures, only significantly affects air temperatures and not SST. 10 
The largest 20C3M trends in SSS are primarily related to freshening in the Arctic and the 12 midlatitude northern Atlantic (Fig. 4h) . The largest drifts are also evident at higher latitudes of the 13 Northern Hemisphere. Although there is considerable inter-model spread the largest drifts tend to 14 occur in the northwestern North Atlantic, where SST drift magnitudes are also large. While this 15 may be related to oceanic processes alone, the SSS drift may stem in part from changes in the local 16 water fluxes related to changes in SST. This is supported by the elevated precipitation drift 17 magnitudes over this region, which (as noted previously) would scale with changes in SST 18 assuming that the atmospheric circulation remains relatively unchanged. (Fig. 4k) . This is presumably a consequence of the change in the hydrological cycle 25 scaling not only with drift-related temperature changes (which are largest at mid latitudes, Fig. 4b ), 1 but also with the mean E-P (Held and Soden 2006), which is greatly enhanced at tropical latitudes. The evolution of globally averaged 20C3M temperature with depth is shown here for three CMIP3 23 models (Fig. 6 a,b,c) . As expected, the simulations demonstrate a surface intensified warming 24 becoming stronger over the century. However, significant model dependent trends are also evident 25 in the deeper ocean. These subsurface trends also exist in the concurrent PICNTRL simulations, 26 indicating that they are not a result of any imposed forcing and are therefore spurious. In fact by 1 simply subtracting the PICNTRL simulations from the 20C3M simulations, most of the signal 2 deeper than ~500m is removed (Fig 6f,g ). This clearly demonstrates a requirement for careful drift 3 removal when investigating the subsurface ocean. The fact that subtraction of the PICNTRL 4 simulation so effectively removes the deep signal also indicates that, at least on these global scales, 5 the drift component evident in the PICNTRL simulation exists relatively unmodified within the 6 20C3M simulation and non-linear modulation of the drift in the forced experiment is relatively 7
small. The third model, ingv_ECHAM4, shows quite dramatic deep spurious trends over the 20th 8 century simulation (Fig. 6c) . However, for this model no concurrent PICNTRL simulation is 9
available. As such, we would be inclined to exclude this model from any analysis of the subsurface 10 ocean and be wary of any conclusions drawn even at the surface. 11
12
Figures 7a and b show the globally averaged drift magnitude (i.e. drift magnitudes are taken prior to 13 global averaging) for potential temperature and salinity with depth for each model and the multi-14 model mean. Significant drift in temperature and salinity occurs throughout the water column. The 15 vertical structure of temperature drift is highly variable across the models. There is a weak 16 tendency for drift to be larger in the upper 1500m than at deeper levels, although it weakens again 17 over the upper few tens of meters in many of the models. In contrast, the 20C3M warming trend 18 (multi-model mean shown in red) is clearly intensified at the surface. After linear drift correction 19 the forced trend, is considerably smaller than the corresponding raw 20C3M trend at depth. This 20 results in a situation where forced trends dominate over the drift above ~ 1500m while drift tends to 21 dominate below this depth. This is similarly true for salinity, although the transition depth is 22
shallower. This results from a, systematic surface intensification in the drift magnitude for salinity 23 across all the models. 24
25
The magnitude of the drift compared to the total 20C3M forced signal is quantified for the full set 1 of CMIP3 models at two different depths (Fig. 8) . At 100m the error introduced by the drift is 2 mostly within 10 to 40% of the 20C3M signal for temperature and 20 to 70% for salinity. Even at 3 this shallow depth the drift is considerably more important than at the surface (Fig. 3a,c) . At 3000m 4 any trend in the forced experiment for both variables is almost entirely related to drift (i.e. all points 5 sit close to the 100% line). It is again apparent, particularly in the case of salinity, that the near 6 surface drift exceeds the deep drift (suggesting that atmosphere-ocean freshwater fluxes are playing 7 an amplifying role). 8 9 Some consistent patterns of drift can be found across the models (Fig. 7 lower panels) . For 10 temperature, the enhancement of drift in the upper part of the water column, is located primarily in 11 the regions of deep convection and along the sea-ice edge, particularly in the Northern Atlantic (but 12 also the north eastern Pacific and around the Southern Ocean, see also Fig. 4) . At most latitudes the 13 drift magnitude at the surface decreases again. A possible explanation for this is that surface drift 14 may be subject to damping by the atmosphere, so that heat from areas of positive drift is transferred 15 to areas of negative drift. 16 
17
The surface intensification of the salinity drift described above is evident at all latitudes, but is 18 strongest in the North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans. Little drift amplification is evident around 19
Antarctica. This pattern of enhanced Arctic salinity change is also present in the trend pattern in the 20 20C3M simulations (Fig. 4e,f) . This suggests that there are amplifying feedback processes acting in 21 the Arctic that are less important in the Antarctic, whether the system is being driven by change 22 associated with drift or external forcing. Such feedbacks may be related to the presence of extensive 23 multi-year ice in the Arctic and the fact that Arctic temperatures are generally warmer and close to 24 the ice melting point (Serreze and Francis 2006). As noted for SST drift, the drift magnitudes in 25 temperature around Antarctica and in the Arctic Ocean are small (Fig. 7, 4a,b 
enhanced surface salinity drift away from regions of sea-ice is that drift in the SST will drive 2 changes to the atmospheric hydrological cycle (via coupled changes to lower tropospheric 3 temperatures), thus causing spurious drifts in salinity that would be independent of any direct ocean 4 derived salinity drift. 5 6 It is interesting to note that there are positive correlations between temperature and salinity grid-7 point drifts at most depths across all the models (Fig. 9 ). This suggests that the changes in 
Implications for Steric Sea-Level-Rise
21
As discussed above, drift in temperature and salinity dominates 20C3M trends throughout most of 22 the subsurface ocean. In the calculation of steric sea-level rise, a given temperature or salinity 23 change will generally have less effect at depth than near the surface. As the amount of expansion for 24 a given change in temperature or salinity is itself a function of temperature, salinity and pressure (in 25 particular warmer water expands more than colder water for the same increase in heat content), the 26 20 changes in temperature near the warm surface ocean have a proportionally larger influence on steric 1 sea-level rise than temperature changes in the cold deeper ocean (at least away from the well mixed 2 high latitude regions). Nevertheless, given that the global warming signal over the 20th century is 3 predominantly limited to the top few hundred meters, in most regions, while ocean drift extends 4 through the entire water column, drift still introduces considerable bias into both regional and 5 global sea-level rise. 6 
7
The CMIP3 models show a broad range of estimates for steric sea-level rise over 1950-2000 (Fig.  8   10a) . The spread in the raw 20C3M estimates is considerable (standard deviation ~0.76mm/yr with 9 a multi-model mean of 0.45mm/yr). In addition a number of the models indicate a lowering of sea-10 level over the period. For the drift-corrected sea-level rise (i.e. by using drift corrected temperature (Table. 1 ). Nevertheless the drift, which is derived from different time periods from a 19 single PICNTRL simulation, is very similar across ensemble members, suggesting that the linear 20 drift approximation is valid and that natural variability is not having a major effect on the drift 21 estimates. Figure 10b shows a scatter of the raw 20C3M trend magnitudes versus drift magnitudes. 22
The drift related error varies considerably across the models from less than 10% to over 200% for 23 the ECHAM4 model (but see previous discussion of this model). 24
25
As with surface drift, subsurface drift in temperature and salinity is spatially heterogeneous and so 1 can result in a larger bias on regional scales. This is particularly important for assessing 20th 2 century regional changes, where the steric component of sea-level rise is a major component of the 3 total (e.g. Domingues et al. 2008 ). Figure 11 shows both the raw 20C3M and drift-corrected 1950-4 2000 trends for three models (calculated from the surface to the bottom). A few models (e.g. MRI) 5 have a well equilibrated pre-industrial control throughout the ocean and so are essentially 6 untroubled by drift. However, most models are significantly affected in certain regions. In fact for 7 many models and regions the sign of the sea-level trend is changed by the spurious drift. For 8 instance in the CSIRO_mk3.0 model the steric sea-level anomaly over much of the tropics and mid-9 latitudes, estimated from the raw 20C3M temperature and salinity, changes sign once the drift is 10 taken into account. 11 simulations, known as climate drift, still persist, independent of any external forcing. Despite the 15 best efforts of modelling groups, climate drift is an issue that is likely to persist for some time to 16 come. As such, the appropriate level of importance must be given to this problem depending on the 17 application at hand. In some instances drift is of primary importance and cannot be ignored. For 18 example in the deep ocean or for depth integrated properties drift may dominate over any externally 19 forced signal. In some applications, however, climate drift has a relatively minor effect and can be 20 safely ignored. This is often the case when dealing with multi-model means of the surface climate. 21
Discussion
Drift appears not to be systematic with regards to its sign and tends to cancel out where a large 22 number of models are considered. In addition the relative importance of drift will generally 23 diminish into the future as the forced trend becomes larger (at least for some time) and the drift (at 24 least in principle) should diminish. 25
Drift issues for examining climate model output 1
Below we raise a number of points that should be considered by those examining model output in 2 the context of forced trends: 3 4 Below ~1 to 2km, the drift generally dominates over any forced trend. Any study examining 5 subsurface processes or depth-integrated properties like steric sea-level rise, must pay careful 6 attention to how drift is treated. The drift in sea-level can be large enough to reverse the sign of the 7 forced change both regionally and in some models for the global average. Conclusions drawn from 8 such studies may be sensitive to the method by which the drift is corrected for. 9 
10
Globally averaged drift for SST and SAT is for all models substantially smaller than forced trends 11 in the 20th century. For this reason when considering such globally averaged variables, drift is often 12 considered of relatively minor importance, especially compared to the uncertainty in the model 13 spread. This is in part due to the fact that the forced trend is positive almost everywhere, while the 14 sign of the drift varies regionally. The drift in this case will on average make up ~10% of the forced 15 trend (and not exceed 30% for SST or 20% for SAT, see Fig 2) . In addition, the sign of drift does 16 not appear to be systematic across the models. Thus when using an unweighted multi-model mean, 17 drift has a much reduced impact. This appears to be generally true for all the variables considered 18 here. 19 
20
As surface drift is spatially heterogeneous, the regional importance of drift for individual models 21 can be much larger than the global figures suggest. We have presented a number of analyses 22
showing globally averaged drift magnitudes versus 20C3M trend magnitudes (Figs. 3, 8 and 10) for 23 various variables. These plots provide a measure of the average error that would be incurred in 24 estimating the forced 1950-2000 trend for a particular location and model, if no drift correction 25 were applied. For example a typical error in calculating a regional forced SST trend in the 26 bccr_bcm2_0, csiro_mk3_0 and giss_model_e_h models without accounting for drift would be 30 1 to 40% (Fig. 3a) . This is an average value and so larger (and smaller) errors would be expected at 2 different locations. 3 4 Studies examining ocean fields from coupled climate models routinely take climate drift into 5 account through some form of correction. As far as we are aware, this is not generally the case for 6 the analysis of atmospheric fields. However, surface ocean drift will necessarily propagate to the 7 atmosphere via air-sea coupling. This is evident in the strong correlations that exist between 8 globally averaged SST drift magnitude and the drift magnitude of SAT and precipitation across the 9 models. As such, drift in atmospheric properties e.g. SAT and precipitation, can make up a 10 significant proportion of 20C3M trends. As an example, for precipitation (Fig. 3d ) in 13 out of 21 11 models the error incurred by ignoring drift at a given location typically exceeds 20% for 1950 -12 2000. Consideration of regional drift is particularly important as there is an increasing effort to use 13 regional and local-scale information from individual climate models to inform regional impact 14 studies. 15 
16
Spurious trends in temperature and salinity suggests that density would also show substantial drift, 17 although some degree of density compensation tends to occur in the models (Fig. 9 ). This would in 18 turn drive dynamical changes to the ocean via changes in stratification, the overturning circulation, 19 and geostrophic flow where there are spatial differences in density drift. It has already been noted 20 that the sensitivity to stratification changes at high latitudes is an important factor in amplifying 21 drift in these regions (Rahmstorf 1995 variability. This implies that drift in the pre-industrial control will not be a perfect proxy for the 6 drift within a transient simulation. While we offer no solution to this problem, it is important to 7 recognise that this introduces some degree of uncertainty into any drift corrected forced trend 8 estimate. 9
10
Long spin-up simulations can greatly reduce the rate of climate drift. However, this comes at a cost. 11
A long integration necessarily means that the climate state has more time to diverge from the initial 12 "observed" state. This has implications for the evaluation of climate models i.e. assessing their 13 realism in simulating the observed system. It is often assumed that a "good" model is simply one 14 that can adequately reproduce a realistic mean state. Such an assessment is often used to select 15 models or even weight models to provide a best estimate of future projections (see Knutti climate drift, at least in surface temperature, which is also non physical and inherently 12 undesirable. 13
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